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Part of the award-winning PowerSchool Unified Classroom solution,
Unified Classroom Learning is an integrated, easy-to-use, cloud-based
learning management and classroom collaboration application.
TM

Focus on each student with easy-to-use technology that connects the classroom and home. Boost student
success with a 360-degree view of performance in a unified software solution that combines assessment,
gradebook, learning, and special education products.

Simplify Instruction
Teachers can create embedded, multimediarich lessons with a few simple clicks, and stay
connected to student and classroom trends
using a variety of assessments. Throughout
the year, teachers can save valuable time with 		
a paperless workflow for collecting, grading,
and returning assignments.

Engage Students
Teachers can integrate personalized and
project-based learning with wiki projects,
an online space for students to create,
communicate, and collaborate with each
other. Students decide how to structure their
space and demonstrate their knowledge
using a suite of multimedia tools and embed
web apps from the web library.

Tailor Learning for Each Student
With customizable, interactive lessons,
teachers can scaffold instruction in
highly visual, meaningful contexts to
engage all learners. Inspire students to
learn and achieve at their own pace with
lessons that can be completed from any
device. With e-portfolios, students have
the opportunity to collect and showcase
their achievements.

"

Unified Classroom Learning really
makes it easy for our teachers to
embrace cloud-based learning,
flip their lessons, and promote
paperless classrooms. With little
training, teachers are able to develop
classes and share resources with
their students and parents. We now
have our principals using Unified
Classroom Learning communication
with staff, and they absolutely love it!
JENITH MISHNE
Director of Educational Technology,
Newport-Mesa Unified School District, CA

"

*Availability varies by region.

PowerSchool Unified ClassroomTM Learning

10%

Customers interviewed reported teachers reduced time spent
managing instruction by more than 10%.
Source: Hobson ROI Report

Class Pages
Easily build class pages in minutes as a central place for all
lessons, activities, and projects, and create unique learning
spaces that meet the diverse needs of K-12 students.

Assignments
Create embedded, engaging lessons with a few simple
clicks to deliver lively instruction that’s tailored to
the needs of each student. Grade electronically and
monitor how students are progressing toward standards
mastery—all in a snap!

Activities
Inspire and boost student learning with engaging polls,
discussions, and videos. Integrate personalized and projectbased learning with wiki projects, an online space for
students to create, communicate, and collaborate with each
other. Activities include assessments, discussions, polls,
wikiprojects, and more.

Grades
Electronically collect, annotate, and grade student work.
Integrated with Unified Classroom, grading provides
smooth workflow without duplicate data entry.

Help students get more out of education with
Unified ClassroomTM Learning today!
Visit www.powerschool.com or call 1- 877-873-1550
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